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Dear Global Investor,        April 28th, 2018 
 
 

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2018-Q1 
 
 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
 
 As forecasted in our INTAC Investment Commentary (“IIC”) 2017-YE Gold / Silver & Precious Metals Mining 

Shares & Related Investments (“G&PM”) sold off in 2018-Q1; 
 

 INTAC hedged our G&PM positions that are significantly undervalued, exhibit massive upside potential, and 
several of which have an event driven / special situation associated with them by shorting GDX and GDXJ.  As 
previously stated if/when these special situations / events (e.g. union negotiations, or political negotiations, or 
permitting negotiations, etc.) are satisfactorily resolved then Mr. Market should rerate these companies share 
prices significantly higher (i.e. due to the quality of the assets held by these event driven / special situation 
companies).  This is exactly what happened recently with Torex Gold Resources Inc. (i.e. one of our event 
driven / special situation investments) which announced an end to its labor union faction disputes and the 
associated blockage of the mine which then launched the initial rerating of its share price higher; 
 

 
 

 However, a few of our other event driven / special situation investments traded down due to hedge fund 
redemptions and associated selling which was further pressured by short selling by the bullion banks at quarter 
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end (i.e. price manipulation efforts by the bullion banks at quarter end to shake loose further hedge fund 
shareholders from these extremely undervalued stocks).  Of course, these same bullion banks continue to 
accumulate these shares and once the outstanding share float is mopped up then these same bullion banks will 
cover their large short positions (i.e. prior to these same bullion banks releasing the gold and silver price higher 
in the options and futures markets).  It was the draw down on a few of these relative value trades together with 
our leveraged exposure to our long term precious metals fund holdings (i.e. our precious metals fund holdings 
remain leveraged holdings as a core long term strategy and we do not try to market time or hedge these long-
term investment holdings) that allowed the unleveraged ETF’s of GDX and GDXJ to outperform INTAC in 
2018-Q1.  As a leveraged investor in the precious metals mining sector it is expected that we will underperform 
the unleveraged ETF’s of GDX and GDXJ in down periods, however, we expect to make this back and a lot 
more when a sustainable rally proceeds; 
 

 As previously advised, this G&PM bull market remained very volatile in 2017 and 2018-Q1 and this was not 
good for the leveraged mining ETF’s (e.g. JNUG and NUGT) due to the significant decay that results in these 
ETF’s during a whipsawing market and INTAC again significantly outperformed JNUG and NUGT in 2018-
Q1 as we did in 2017 and 2016.  Further, also as previously advised, this G&PM bull market is becoming far 
more selective in terms of gold and silver mining shares performance, which is now favoring experienced active 
investment management in the G&PM sector over passive ETF investment vehicles; 
 

 It is very difficult to time exact bottom entry prices, in value investments over the short term, however, INTAC 
has been able to maintain our significant outperformance to the unleveraged and leveraged ETF’s of GDX / 
GDXJ and NUGT / JNUG respectively that we have achieved since 2016.  As can be seen in the chart of Torex 
Gold Resources Inc., above, event driven / special situation investments that are undervalued can turn on a dime 
and become revalued dramatically higher and very quickly, and we are comfortable holding such investments 
until such time - but will reduce exposure as these re-ratings progress upwards; 
 

 The second major leg up in the G&PM bull market may begin a little later in 2018 than previously thought, due 
to the recent fiscal measures implemented, however, golds fundamental upside has been further increased by 
these same measures.  As previously advised, gold may first sell down by continuing to trade in a range between 
$1200 to $1400 over the first half of 2018 and this is exactly what is happening.  Also, as previously advised, 
the USD may begin a short-term counter trend rally, and this too is exactly what is happening.  Also, as 
previously advised, a strengthening USD together with higher real interest rates will likely pressure the gold 
price over the short term and again this too is exactly what is happening.  Also, as previously advised, it is 
possible, the gold market looks past a short-term period of a strengthening USD choosing to focus on the very 
positive medium to long term fundamental drivers of the gold price (i.e. which are discussed extensively in our 
commentaries) and to a certain extent this too is what is happening as the gold price has held up incredibly well 
relative to the recent strengthening of the USD.  However, I suspect the gold price will be eventually be pushed 
down by the bullion banks over the coming weeks or months (e.g. to somewhere between $1,300 to $1,200) in 
an effort run the stops on gold and silver mining shares, that are just below the 2017 lows, so that these same 
bullion banks can accumulate sizable positions in these gold and silver mining shares prior to an explosive 
move up and the ongoing advancement of the second half of the secular bull market in G&PM; 
 

 Our forecast as previously stated remains: “It may become clear to Mr. Market that as the Fed raises rates more 
aggressively than the market originally thought (i.e. due to strong synchronized global growth and signs of 
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significant long term inflationary pressures) that this in turn will result in stock markets, bond markets, and real 
estate markets selling off globally and reduced global growth rates.  All together this will bring about the end 
of this nine/ten-year business expansion with a recession being inevitable, potentially in 2019, and by this time 
inflation will have already been very well stoked by fiscal stimulus measures very late in the business expansion 
(e.g. tax cuts and infrastructure spending).  Combine this with the massive levels of sovereign debt, the 
inevitable unorthodox response from central bankers and policy makers with very limited orthodox tools left in 
their tool box, and we have the makings of a prolonged period of stagflation at best or a complete collapse of 
the financial system and a depression at worst.”  However, the fiscal stimulus measures recently passed in late 
2017 (e.g. tax cuts and infrastructure spending very late in the business expansion) may now push back the 
recession to 2020; 

 
 So, as Mr. Market is forward looking, it is likely, the stock market will sniff out the impending recession in 

2020 (e.g. sometime in late 2018... and possibly not until 2019...).  By this time the general equity indices will 
have completed their mania blow off and the retail investor will be all in on general equities just in time for a 
major stock market sell off (e.g. potentially a historic crash in general equities); 

 
 When general equities begin to sell off investors normally flock to highly rated sovereign bonds for protection, 

however, as Bill Gross rightly points out, this will be one of the first times in history where during a major stock 
market collapse bonds may offer very little sustainable protection; 

 
 We believe an equity market sell off will be the next catalyst for the gold price to sustainably breakout above 

its $1200 to $1400 trading range to potentially significantly higher prices levels (i.e. depending on the degree 
of the equity market sell off and the response from policy makers); 

 
 Gold mining shares may behave like stocks initially during a stock market sell off, especially a crashing stock 

market, however, it would not be long before gold mining shares decoupled from general equities and followed 
the gold price significantly higher.  I am and will continue to consider this eventuality on a tactical basis over 
the coming months.  This is one of the scenarios that warrants an overweight to my G&PM relative value trading 
strategy (i.e. as discussed in my prior commentaries and again below).  Also, I would feel more comfortable 
reverting back to an aggressive G&PM overweight (i.e. on an outright net leveraged long basis) once the gold 
price was < $1300 and ideally around $1250 USD per oz and lower.  I believe the short-term fundamentals, 
listed above, may provide for some additional right shouldering to occur on the massive Inverse Head & 
Shoulders Formations occurring on many of the G&PM charts.  We are also considering hedging our G&PM 
holdings, in the event of these holdings initially getting dragged down in a major general stock market sell off 
later in 2018, by potentially shorting general equity indices/ETF’s later in 2018; 

 
 Due to the insane levels of sovereign debt on a global basis and the likelihood of stagflation, I believe the 

primary beneficiary of the next stock market sell off, will ultimately be the precious metals market, not the bond 
market and/or the USD, and gold and silver mining shares will ultimately be the stellar performers; and 

 
 This G&PM secular bull market should really get going, in a sustainable way, in late 2018 / early 2019, 

accelerate upwards into 2019, and may well become the greatest bull market ever by the year end 2026. 
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CONTAINED IN THIS INVESTMENT COMMENTARY: 
 

- INTAC Performance Review; 
 

- INTAC Summary & Outlook; 
 

- INTAC Chart Review; 
 

- List of Additional Research Reports and Video Research Links; and 
 

- Our Concluding Remarks. 
 
 
INTAC Performance Review: 
 

 
Investment 

2018 % Chng 
(Dec 29, 2017 - 
April 16, 2018) 

2017 % Chng 
(Dec 30, 2016 – 
Dec 29, 2017) 

2016 % Chng 
(Dec 31, 2015 – 
Dec 30, 2016) 

INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive -10.98% 32.07% 111.17% 
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced to Aggressive -9.36% 18.01% 79.97% 
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced -7.83% 11.08% 60.11% 
INTAC Investment Philosophy Cautious to Balanced -6.30% 6.11% 32.71% 
S&P 500 Index 0.16% 19.42% 9.54% 
Gold Bullion Spot Price 3.21% 13.17% 8.47% 
Global X Silver Miners ETF (SIL) -5.97% 1.65% 73.47% 
VanEck Vectors Gold Miners ETF (GDX) -1.89% 11.09% 52.48% 
VanEck Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ) -1.96% 8.18% 64.24% 
Gold Bugs Index (HUI) -5.11% 5.48% 63.98% 
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (NUGT) -15.02% 3.73% 57.33% 
Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (JNUG) -14.58% -20.43% 79.71% 

The above INTAC returns are for all client accounts including all fees and all expenses for all clients whom did not change their investment philosophy and/or client margin and/or contribute / redeem capital 
from their investment account during the period.  Investment returns may vary (i.e. higher or lower) from those listed above for clients whom made such changes / alterations over the period.  Returns are 
calculated by Mark Andrew Robinson (CFA and CEO & Compliance for INTAC) and verified annually by Deloitte & Touch. 

 
INTAC has significantly outperformed every G&PM Fund, G&PM ETF, and G&PM Index, we are aware of, in 
2017 and in 2016.  However, unfortunately INTAC has NOT outperformed every G&PM Fund, G&PM ETF, and 
G&PM Index, we are aware of, in 2018-Q1.  INTAC hopes to again outperform in this whipsaw market and strongly 
believes when the G&PM market sustainably turns back up we should be able to significantly outperform as we did 
in 2016. 
 
The outperformance in 2018-Q1 by gold and the unleveraged G&PM ETF’s / Indices relative to INTAC is due to 
a combination of our use of leverage (i.e. our long-term G&PM fund holdings are held with long term leverage) 
and a few of our event driven / special situation G&PM investment holdings, that we have built positions into that 
exhibit tremendous value on a medium-term time horizon, experienced drawdowns relative to the gold mining share 
ETF’s we short.  However, we believe that when these event driven / special situation holdings revalue and/or when 
a sustainable second major leg up occurs the effective application of leverage (i.e. with a constant eye on risk 
management) should again pro-offer significant, possibly stellar, outperformance. 
 
Our allocation to active G&PM fund managers continues to provide excess returns / alpha relative to passive G&PM 
ETF’s (e.g. GDX, GDXJ, and SIL) in the difficult first quarter of 2018 as was the case in 2017.  We expect this to 
continue over the coming years as active G&PM stock selection, country rotation, market capitalization rotation, 
and expertise and access to G&PM junior and micro-cap mining companies becomes more critical to performance. 
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As previously wrote in our past commentaries, as happy as we are with the outperformance in 2016 and in 2017 we 
remind investors that it will not be a straight-line rally and there will continue to be significant volatility in the 
G&PM sector (i.e. as there has been in 2017, 2016, and all years prior with both trending upside volatility and 
trending down side volatility) and that our remaining intended investment time horizon, for our overweight – 
concentrated – often leveraged exposure to G&PM held in the INTAC Growth Portfolios, remains until the year-
end 2020 to 2024 year-end.  We believe the second half of the secular G&PM bull market has most likely started 
and will begin to accelerate on a sustainable basis later in 2018.  Further, we believe the G&PM sector will produce 
the greatest bull market ever by 2020-YE to 2026, driven by the fundaments presented at length in our prior 
correspondence and again in this investment commentary. 
 
 
INTAC Summary and Outlook; 
 

In the first quarter, gold equities underperformed gold 
 
In the first quarter, gold equities underperformed gold by 7.2%, while junior miners underperformed by 7.8%.  
We normally expect gold equities to advance with gold, which has had a slight gain so far this year.  There are 
several reasons for the underperformance: 
 
 A lack of interest in safe-haven investments: While volatility has returned to markets this year, it has 

yet to reach worrying levels that might motivate investors to hedge their exposure. RBC Capital Markets 
reports the six-month trailing beta to gold of the VanEck Vectors Gold Miners ETF has declined to 1.5x, 
compared to a historical average of 2.0x.  The corresponding betas for the VanEck Vectors Junior Gold 
Miners ETF is 1.7x and 2.2x, respectively.  General investor apathy towards the miners was also evident 
at the BMO Global Metals and Mining Conference 2018 in late February.  BMO commented anecdotally 
that institutional investor interest in precious metals was at levels last seen in the early 2000’s, before 
gold’s bull market. 

 
 Market worries that a new cycle of mining cost inflation has begun: Several companies have guided 

to higher all-in mining costs in 2018 and we have seen some press and research that suggests costs are 
beginning to rise.  Since 2012, industry average all-in mining costs have fallen roughly 25% to around the 
$900 per ounce level in 2017.  Based on company guidance so far, we reckon these costs will likely rise 
to roughly $925 in 2018.  After talking with many producers about their cost drivers, we believe cost 
concerns are overblown and that costs will fluctuate around the $900 level for the foreseeable future.  
Many companies have long-term contracts for materials and consumables.  Some have hedged fuel and 
currencies at low levels.  It seems the labor market has tightened somewhat in Australia, but companies 
are not reporting any wage pressures globally.  In fact, BMO Capital Markets sees the all-in costs of the 
gold companies in their coverage universe declining 8% in 2019.  

 
 Gold stocks have yet to recover from the early February sell-off: Investors viewed the general market 

sell-off as an overdue correction, rather than the reemergence of systemic risks.  This interpretation 
precluded a flight to safe havens, causing gold and especially gold stocks to sell-off with the market in 
early February.  As a result, RBC Capital Markets notes that the gold producers are trading at a roughly 
20% discount to their historic valuations.  So far, the general sell-off has been too short to benefit safe 
havens.  In a February report, Goldman Sachs finds that it usually takes a month or so of equity drawdown 
for gold to start to act like a hedge. 
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Fed to ignore slower growth as inflation accelerates 
 
The slowdown in GDP growth to 2.3% annualised in the first quarter, from 2.9% in the final quarter of last year, 
was a slight disappointment since the tax cuts should have provided an immediate boost.  Nevertheless, given that 
the economy has repeatedly swooned in the first quarter in recent years, the Fed won’t be too concerned, 
particularly not at a time when price inflation and wage growth are surging. 
 

 
 
GDP growth should rebound to around 3% annualised in the second quarter and we anticipate a 2.8% increase for 
2018 as a whole.  Nevertheless, with the core PCE deflator increasing at a 2.5% annualised pace in the first quarter, 
well-above the 2% target, and ECI private wages increasing at a 4% annualised rate (see Chart), the Fed will need 
to hike interest rates more aggressively this year and that will lay the seeds for an economic slowdown starting 
next year.  
 

 
 

Growth Slowdown on the horizon  
 
Despite some weakness in the first quarter, and concerns about protectionism, global economic growth is likely 
to hold up well this year. In advanced economies, the outlook for investment and household consumption is fairly 
bright.  Tightening labour markets are putting some upward pressure on wages, but the ECB and BoJ will be in 
no hurry to tighten policy.  In contrast, we expect rising price pressures to prompt the Fed to raise rates five more 
times by mid-2019, which will contribute to a sharp slowdown there next year.  With China also losing momentum, 
global economic growth is set to slow in 2019 and 2020.  
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We still expect the fiscal stimulus and the weaker dollar (i.e. even with a counter trend rally currently underway 
in the USD) to boost the US economy this year.  Financial market volatility and the threat of a trade war may 
weigh on business sentiment but should have little impact on activity.  Rising employment will probably put 
further upward pressure on wage inflation and persuade the Fed to hike rates a further three times this year and 
twice more in 2019.  Over the course of next year, however, we expect the economy to slow as the effects of the 
fiscal stimulus fade, tighter monetary policy begins to bite and jobs growth slows.  This in turn will cause the Fed 
to begin cutting interest rates in 2020. 
 

US fiscal realities, the US dollar, and gold 
 
Meanwhile the fiscal position of the US continues to exhibit significant deterioration; this in turn has resulted in 
a dramatic increase in the supply of new treasury issuance. In February the deficit was 12% above year-ago levels 
and the largest in 6 years.  It is incredible that $1 trillion fiscal deficits could become commonplace, which would 
lead to an annual increment to national debt outstanding of 5% per annum, and that is assuming a continuation of 
very low interest rates.  An increase of only 1% on outstanding US debt would balloon those deficits by $140 
billion, a legitimate concern since the average maturity on outstanding debt is only 70 months. 
 
Dollar weakness continued into the first part of the quarter with the DXY registering a decline of about 2%.  
However, as previously predicted in my past commentary, based on the positioning of CBOE traders and that 
dollar bearishness was overdone, a short-term counter trend rally in the dollar was likely.  Our predicted counter 
trend rally in the dollar has recently begun and should continue as the market adjusts to the increased likely hood 
of further rate increases by the Fed. 
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Over the short term the US dollar has completed a five-wave advance from the 89.229 low on April 17th.  The 
April 27th, high of 91.986 may mark the top of the fifth wave.  The index may now correct this rise, which will 
amount to a partial retracement of the upward push from April 17.  The initial target area for the short-term 
pullback is 90.710-91.076.  Once this short-term pullback is complete, the U.S. dollar should resume its larger 
counter trend advance toward the elliottwave target surrounding the 95.150 level.  Following this counter trend 
advance we expect the longer-term bear market in the US dollar to resume and the second half of the secular bull 
market in gold to accelerate. 
 
But in the near-term a rising dollar hurts gold... rising treasury yields may continue to pull the dollar higher.  The 
chart below shows the PowerShares Dollar Index (UUP) climbing to the highest level in three months.  The UUP 
is also trading above its 200-day average for the first time in a year.  That's not a good sign for gold which has 
started to pull back from a test of its yearly high (brown bars).  If the dollar continues to rally, that could also slow 
the recent rise in commodity prices.  And that in turn could ease upward pressure on Treasury yields, at least 
temporarily.  A pullback in bond yields (or a slowing of their recent advance) could boost stock prices and also 
help turn gold back up.  The 10-Year Treasury yield is pulling back from overhead resistance just above 3% which 
may be supporting the recent stock buying. 
 

 
 
These moves may persist for a while longer (e.g. US dollar up for a quarter or so, stocks up for a quarter or two 
and possibly until 2018-YE, gold down for a month or two or possibly longer, however stock market participants 
may hedge their general equity market exposure further by adding gold and related investments sooner rather than 
later (i.e. while they stay at the general stock market party... until the bitter end...)) and as such gold may be the 
first to signal in advance the end of the everything bubble... by moving up even while stocks are still rising. 
 
In fact, gold has already been doing just this in a stealth manor (i.e. since December 2015) and this process may 
well accelerate as it becomes more visible to the average investor and the general investment community (i.e. as 
the second leg up in gold will attract media attention) that the second half of the secular bull market in gold is 

http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?&s=UUP&p=D&y=0&m=10&d=0&id=p44316275396&&
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underway.  This acceleration phase in the secular gold bull market should transition into a mania phase as 
everything bubble deflates (or potentially pops) and as the general equities bear market really get going. 
 

 
 
So, based on fundamentals – most especially the fiscal realities discussed above, and the likely intensification of 
inflation discussed further above, the intermediate to longer-term trend of the US dollar vs. gold and other major 
currencies will continue down. 
 

A late-cycle is good for gold and gold mining shares 
 
We believe these are all signs that the post-crisis economic and stock market cycle is approaching its end.  There 
are also many signs indicating core inflation will continue to move beyond the Fed’s 2% target.  The S&P 
CoreLogic Case-Shiller Index is 6.3% higher than its 2006 peak.  A shortage has led lumber to record highs.  
Freight costs are near 20-year highs.  General Mills CEO Jeff Harmening was quoted in The Wall Street Journal, 
“we are seeing an unprecedented rise in logistics costs”.  In the 12 state Midwestern region, job openings 
outnumber out-of-work job seekers.  Idaho workers led the nation with a 5.3% increase in earnings in 2017 thanks 
to labor shortages.  The Fed’s February Beige Book saw employers raise wages and expand benefit packages in 
response to tight labor market conditions in most districts.  OPEC 2.0 has caused a steady rise in oil prices with 
WTI Crude Oil up 39% over the past year.  General commodity prices are steadily rising (see the CRB Commodity 
Index chart below) up approximately 24% over the past year.  Dr. Copper has been rising steadily and is staying 
above $3.00 per pound (i.e. around $7000 USD per metric ton) also up approximately 24% over the past year.  
Layered on all this are new tariffs that could raise the costs of a wide range of goods. 
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With core inflation at 2.5% annualized from approximately 1.8%, well-above the 2% target, rather than risk falling 
further behind the curve, the Fed might tighten more aggressively (i.e. a further three times this year and twice 
more in early 2019).  This would also be classic late-cycle behavior.  The track record of the 13 hiking cycles 
since 1950 compiled by Gluskin Sheff leaves little room for optimism: 
 

 

Chairman
Text Box
INTAC called the commodities bottom at the end of 2015!  So far so good... with a good base built over 28 months!
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In addition, many other countries are enjoying growing economies.  A February report by HSBC economist 
Stephen King identified all periods since 1990 in which the world economy has delivered synchronized growth.  
Mr. King finds that each was followed by some kind of economic or financial shock, attributed to excessive 
optimism and unanticipated shifts in monetary policy. 
 
If we, and our fund manager relationships, are right in our late-cycle assessment, gold and gold stocks stand to 
benefit if the current market, characterized by confidence and complacency, transitions to one filled with risks and 
volatility.  We believe that once generalist investors take the time to assess gold stocks, they will like what they 
see — companies with strong balance sheets, cost containment, and good cash flow run by managements 
incentivized by profitability and shareholder returns.  Under the right conditions, it probably won’t take long for 
the global gold mining sector with a market capitalization of just $250 billion to fill the valuation gap and regain 
its historic beta to gold. 
 
However, in the short term (e.g. over the next quarter or so) with raising expectations of interest rate increases and 
an ongoing associated counter trend rally in the US dollar the gold price may be confided to its recent trading 
range of $1200 to $1370: 
 

 
 

I suspect the next pull back in the gold price, which may be underway and could bottom in May / June and/or later 
this summer, should hold at the recent trendline support of $1270 or the longer term trendline support of $1250’ish 
(i.e. if it gets down there). 
 
This should provide the next opportunity for precious metals investors to reduce any hedges and to add to positions 
prior to the start of the expected second leg up in the second half of the secular bull market. 
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When I research the profile of the commencement of prior “legs up” in gold mining shares and related investments 
(e.g. Precious Metals Mining Funds) over the long term I observe that just prior to an explosive move up there is 
most often, but not always, a spike down in valuation. 
 
Van Eck International Investors Gold Fund is the oldest fund in the sector and during the first half of the secular 
gold bull market from 2001 to the end of 2010 and especially from 2001 to 2008 each of the legs up were proceeded 
by a spike down just prior to the commencement of the explosive move up. 
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As hard as it will be for some wary long-term gold and precious metals investors to get through (e.g. over the next 
quarter or two) we would like to see this spike down occur such that Van Eck International Investors Gold Fund 
(shown above) drops below $8 per unit for a brief period.  We will be tracking this and several other indicators 
very closely over the coming months and expect that if such an event were to occur it should be the prelude to an 
explosive move up that would develop into the second major leg up which in turn would cause wider recognition 
of the resumption of the second half of the secular G&PM bull market. 
 
To conclude, we believe that 2018 will mark a significant turn in the financial markets, which will be adverse for 
conventional, consensus-based investment strategies and quite positive for gold and other safe- haven assets.  It is 
quite likely, in our view, that a new up-cycle for gold could register continuing new highs, over many years, for 
the metal price and provide stellar gains for many precious-metals mining shares and related investments.  In a 
financial world that has been notable for disruptive change, there remains one constant: human nature and the 
resulting inevitable ebb and flow of greed and fear.  Gold, a proven antidote to systemic risk, is in our view likely 
to return to favor. 
 
 
INTAC Chart Review; 
 
In my past INTAC Investment Commentaries (“IIC”) (e.g. since approximately 2004) I have covered in great-detail 
our rational for believing that G&PM are in a 20 to 24-year secular bull market.  We believe this G&PM secular 
bull market experienced a mid-secular-cyclical-correction (i.e. approximately five years from 2010-YE to 2015-
YE) that bottomed on January 19th, 2016 for the mining shares and that G&PM have begun the second half of the 
secular bull market which should last until 2026.  In this regard, G&PM have completed the first leg up, of the 
second half of the secular bull market, from January 19th, 2016 to August 11th, 2016.  Since August 11th, 2016 we 
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believe G&PM are in the process of completing the first intermediate correction and consolidation phase and should 
soon begin (e.g. in the next three to six months or so) the second leg up and this should provide stellar gains.  
Ultimately, we believe, by 2020-YE to 2024-YE, this G&PM secular bull market should end – with a mania phase 
- blow of top - at price levels that are currently un-imaginable. 
 
We have reviewed the fundamental drivers of this secular G&PM bull market in great-detail over the past several 
years and as a picture says a thousand words, below, I have provided my review and analysis of numerous updated 
G&PM related charts: 
 

 
 
We believe the second half of the G&PM secular bull market began at the end of 2015 for gold and January 19th, 
2016 for precious metals mining shares and will run until the year-end 2026. 
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The above pennant formation upside breakout for the gold price may turn back down over the coming months to 
kiss the lower long term trendline good bye (i.e. the thin red line), which may also coincide with a kiss good bye of 
the 140-month moving average (i.e. the thin blue line that is rising with the thin redline), prior to a massive rally of 
the gold price.  The 140-month moving average currently at $1203.73 and rising at a rate of approximately $15 per 
month should provide solid support on any further potential gold price weakness. 
 

Chairman
Text Box
A kiss good bye before you take off?
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However, once a sustainable upside breakout above the long-term pennant formation occurs (i.e. potentially 
following a kiss good bye of the apex) the projected gold price target is $2443 (i.e. 1200 + (1924-681))! 
 

Chairman
Text Box
Will there be a kiss?
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Prior to the next major advance in the gold price additional support maybe be found at the entire secular bull market 
trendline (i.e. thick blue line above) and this was the case in December 2015/2016/& 2017 (see above) and this may 
occur again in the coming months somewhere around the $1250 to $1300 range. 
 

 
 
From my past IIC, “As seen in the weekly gold price chart above there is further support in the $1250 to $1180 
price range.  Also note the massive Inverse Head & Shoulders Formation in the gold price that may require a little 
more right-shouldering and if the gold price then breaks meaningfully above the neck line at approximately 
$1350/$1375 then the projected gold price target is $1650/$1700”.  As seen in the updated chart above (i.e. on 

Chairman
Text Box
Will the long term trend line in the gold price be slightly breached prior to the next leg up?
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right) this call was also right on the money and I suspect the right shouldering is still not entirely completed... just 
yet... 
 

 
 
From my double past IIC, “However, it is possible the gold price will slowly work its way down the upper trendline 
towards the apex and then breaks lower for a brief period or alternatively the gold price may be smacked down by 
the banks below both the upper and lower pennant trend lines to run the stops prior to the next major advance in 
the gold price occurring”.  From my past IIC, “As seen in the updated chart, above on right, the gold price did go 
down along the upper trend line until December 12th, 2017 and maybe the rally from December 12th, 2017 to the 
recent high of $1365.40 is a set up by the banks for a hard sting prior to the next major and sustainable advance in 
the gold price.  The pennate apex is still more than one quarter - but less than two quarters - away, so, there is still 
time for a coordinated bullion bank gold price take down to occur.  If the bullion banks were able to generate some 
momentum the gold price may even reach the pennate apex at around $1180.  This also happens to be near the start 
of the left shoulder, of the major inverse head & shoulders, which occurred at the end of 2013-Q2 with a gold price 
of $1179.40.  Such a takedown would defiantly clear a lot of stops out as some would cite the break of the entire 
gold bull market trendline to be the end of the secular bull market.  However, if this were to occur, it may be a very 
short-term break that quickly snaps back and then proceeds to explode to the upside leaving many investors stopped 
out and left behind at the train station.” 
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This call from our past IIC’s remains, however, as time goes by the short term down side risk in the gold price from 
a coordinated bullion bank gold price take down becomes less (e.g. maybe it’s $1250) as a coordinated cartel taken 
down appears to be wavering as some member banks begin to front run other member banks in building their longs 
and also as the long term trend lines and long term moving averages , which provide chart support, rise. 
 
From my double previous IIC, “As shown in the chart above the shorter-term gold price trend line support currently 
resides at $1200 but is rising towards $1225 over the next two to three months”.  From my previous IIC, “As the 
updated chart above (i.e. right side) shows the shorter-term gold price trend line support currently resides at $1225 
but is rising towards $1250 over the next two to three months.  It will be interesting to see if a gold price decline 
does materialize, as I suspect over the coming months, how long it will last for and how far down it will be able to 
reach (e.g. $1300, or $1280, or $1250, or $1220, or $1200, or possibly even $1180...) prior to the expected massive 
and sustainable rally in the gold price being launched”.  As the updated chart above (i.e. right side) shows the 
shorter-term gold price trend line support currently resides at $1250 but is rising towards $1275 over the next three 
months, so, maybe a potential gold price decline can only get down to $1250’ish. 
 
A short-term sell off (e.g. in the coming months) followed by a massive rally in the gold price may coincide with a 
short-term advance (e.g. in the coming months) followed by a significant sell off in the US Dollar (“USD”). 
 
As forecasted in my past IIC and as discussed in this IIC the USD is experiencing a counter trend rally to alleviate 
oversold conditions... 
 

 
 
It will be interesting to see how high this counter trend rally in the USD can get.  As the 200 day moving average 
is just above the current price and as it often takes a couple tries to get through a 200 dma the USD may turn back 
down for a brief period and then have another run at the 200 dma in its attempts to get to the elliottwave target of 
95.15. 
 
However, the USD still has a long way down over the coming years. 
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From my double past IIC, “Separating, the forest from the trees… the BIG PICTURE… indicates that the USD 
most likely started a multi-year decline (e.g. 7 years) at the end of 2016 / beginning of 2017 and the recent strength 
in the USD is likely a counter trend rally from oversold conditions (e.g. which may run for a while…)”.  From my 
past IIC, “Below is the long-term USD chart from my past IIC on the left with the updated chart on the right.  As 
shown the USD did in fact head back down quite dramatically, after a little relief rally back up to 50 on the RSI, 
and the USD may be set up for another short-term rally to alleviate oversold conditions, however, the longer-term 
trend appear to be clearly down!” 
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It is important to not lose sight of the big picture.  Prior advances in GLD had the 50% Fib for that advance occur 
slightly below and slightly above the top of the “advance prior to that”, which if this were to occur again, projects 
an approximate target of 325 for GLD (i.e. which is off the top of the chart below). 
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From my past IIC, “Gold mining shares are still very cheap relative to the price of gold.  This is unwarranted in 
my opinion due to the significant restructuring, cost cutting, and efficiency enhancements implemented by the 
precious metals mining sector and particularly the best precious metals mining companies (e.g. such as those we 
are invested in).  Following a short term sell off and then a massive rally in the gold price I believe the relative 
undervaluation of gold mining shares will be resolved by a significant re-rating of the companies’ multiples and 
this will be in addition to the leveraged gains these shares will provide during a sustainable gold price rally”.  So 
far so good... see updated chart below: 
 

 
 

 
 
From my past IIC, General equities are clearly in the exciting, but very risky, bubble phase; however, no one knows 
how long this process can last for... prior to the bubble bursting.   General equities are in overbought territory with 
the 10-Month RSI more overbought now than ever... and the Full Stochastics not having declined to below 20 for 
nine years.  The prospects for G&PM and its price behavior today appear like those of the early 2000’s.  G&PM 
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have been advancing for nearly two years for no obviously apparent reason.  What we know is that the financial 
markets are bulging with systemic risk.  Financial-asset valuations by many measures are at all-time highs and the 
associated sentiment measures are also at extremes.  (The “EVERYTHING BUBBLE” is getting closer to popping... 
and 2018 might well be the year!).  It was four months ago that the all-time high was registered... this has the real 
potential to be the top of this bull market and if not, then any new high does not have much time to be achieved and 
probably won’t be much higher.  The real question now is whether the coming/unfolding bear market in general 
equities is 1) a cyclical bear market in a secular bull market projecting a down side risk of about -25% or 2) a 
cyclical bear market in a secular bear market projecting a down side risk of at least -50% (possibly far greater).  All 
of this of course will be determined by the actions of the central banks over the medium term, however, over the 
long-term Mr. Market will ultimately weigh in and at that point the debt super cycle will be over much to the chagrin 
of gold! 
 
We continue to advocate dollar cost averaging out of general equities, bonds, and real estate investments and 
building cash holdings including gold & silver bullion with an allocation to precious metals mining shares.  On a 
three to seven-year horizon we would much rather be buyers of gold and G&PM investments than the S&P 500 
Index. 
 
Further, INTAC’s actively managed G&PM strategy has significantly outperformed the S&P 500 Index over 2016 
and 2017 (i.e. even with the S&P hitting all-time highs virtually every day during those years...) and we expect this 
outperformance to become massive following a sustainable top and down turn in general equities (e.g. S&P 500 
Index). 
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Gold mining shares are still very-very cheap relative to general equities.  Looking at gold mining stocks in 
comparison to the broad market, it becomes evident that the gold sector has been viewed with extreme skepticism 
since 2011.  Currently the ratio stands at the same level as in 2001, when gold was trading at USD 300/oz and the 
great precious metals secular bull market had just begun (see chart above).  Timing appears to be getting closer for 
the start of the second major leg up in the second half of the secular G&PM bull market. 
 
From my past IIC, “If there is another whipsaw down turn in the gold mining shares (i.e. as targeted in the gold 
boxes in the chart below), then, I suspect the first intermediate cycle low will hold or only marginally be broken 
and if broken then only for a very brief period”. 
 

 
 
See updated chart below where the gold target boxes were reached, however, the bullion banks did not get the 
capitulation sell off they were looking for and the stops were not run... so, I suspect there will be another attempt 
over the coming weeks / months: 
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As advised in my double past IIC in the context of the chart below, “It is difficult to predict short-term price 
gyrations for any market, especially the G&PM market, however, we have been waiting to add to core positions, 
we had previously lighted up on at higher levels, upon weakness and have recently been given the opportunity to 
do so.  Further, on a general precious metals mining shares basis (e.g. XAU), we see excellent value at these levels”. 
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From my past IIC, this call was also right on target (i.e. as shown in the updated chart below). 
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Well let’s see if the call above (i.e. with the blue target boxes) was also right on the money: 
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Good news the past call was also right on the money.  However, I am still looking for a run of the stops before the 
next major leg up (i.e. red boxes above)... time will tell... 
 
However, we dedicate most of our attention to focusing on investing over the medium to long term. 
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In this regard, I find it wise to take a step back from the trees to see the whole forest, so to speak, to get a better 
view of the bigger picture.  One method I use for doing this is to remove the price action and merely look at the 
long term moving averages.  In the long-term weekly chart of the XAU above it is clear to us that G&PM have 
begun a bull market (i.e. following the worst ever bear market from 2011 to 2015 inclusive) and are likely (e.g. 
within the coming months) to commence the second major leg up in this G&PM bull market.  The chart below for 
the Philadelphia Gold & Silver Mining Shares Index (XAU) lists a target range of 140 to 160 for the XAU to achieve 
in the second major leg up of this G&PM Bull Market. 
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So far there has only been one major leg up that lasted about six months (i.e. January 19th, 2016 to August 11th, 
2016) followed by the current 20 ½ month correction and consolidation and we expect that when the second major 
leg up commences (e.g. it may already be underway... or it may require the Bankie poo’s to run the stops before 
launch...) it will match that of the first major leg up (i.e. in magnitude but with a differing flight path... potentially 
more turbulence on the way up...).  We also expect that there will be many major legs up in this G&PM Bull Market 
and it will significantly exceed the 5X gains achieved by the XAU from the end of 2000 to the end of 2007. 
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As seen in the XAU chart above, following every Intermediate Cycle Low there was a massive rally with the XAU 
gaining between 1.5X to 4X in value.  Further, these gains do not include the Alpha generated by INTAC though 
G&PM market timing and/or G&PM relative value trading, and/or the Alpha generated by our active G&PM fund 
managers through stock selection, market capitalization rotation, and/or country rotation and they also do not 
include the effects of leverage. 
 
Also, several of these earlier gains were during a secular bear / trading range market (i.e. from 1980).  So, if, as we 
expect, the secular bull market in gold has now completed its four to five-year mid cycle correction, then we likely 
have begun the second half of the secular bull market, which almost always, ends with a parabolic / mania stage, 
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where the public finally joins the fray thereby making trading more and more frenetic as we pass the previous highs 
and enter a mania phase. 
 

 
 
If G&PM are about to advance into the second half of a secular bull market like in the 1960 to 1980 secular bull 
market, after a very long and protracted range trading market, then the potential upside is absolutely mind boggling 
(e.g. 3,000%) as shown in the charts below. 
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The updated chart below shows the BGMI consolidating (i.e. the first major leg up in this current G&PM Bull 
Market) around the 500 level potentially in preparation for the second major leg up. 
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The attacks on the gold and silver price and gold/silver mining shares that began in late 2012 / early 2013 by the 
central banks and their banking cartel have significantly suppressed the prices of gold/silver mining shares (see 
chart below).  It will be interesting to see if a market as global / broad based and deep as the gold market is able to 
overcome such attacks and manipulation in the coming years and if so then what the reversion to fundamentals 
would do to the gold and silver price and their mining shares. 
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Additional Research Reports and Video Research Links:

Additional Research:

We will send out additional research files by separate emails which will contain the following information:

 1) BCA CES_WR_2018_04_26 
 2) BCA GIS_SO_2018_03_30_L 
 3) BCA MP_2018_03_01_L 
 4) BCA SR_SR_2018_02_06 
 5) Bill Gross Investment Outlook 18-03 
 6) CE Global Central Bank Watch (Apr 2018)
 7) CE Global Economics Focus - Protectionism (Apr. 18)
 8) CE Metals Watch (Apr 2018) – Gold 
 9) CE US Economics Update - Healthcare Inflation (Apr 2018)
 10) CE US Economics Weekly (27 Apr 2018)
 11) CE US Fed Watch (Apr 18)
 12) Degussa-Marktreport-Engl-02-03-2018 
 13) EGO 2018 Path Forward Release FINAL 
 14) EGO 2018-YE Results Release FINAL 
 15) EGO Price Chart 18-02-26 
 16) EWI Theorist 18-03-18 
 17) EWI Theorist 18-03-27 
 18) Federal Reserve PR Implementation 18-03-21 
 19) Federal Reserve Statement PR 18-03-21 
 20) FOMC Projection Table 18-03-21 
 21) Gold Market Update - US Interest Rates - Baker Steel Capital Managers March 2018 
 22) INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis 18-03-29 
 23) INTAC - Top Global G&PM Fund Manager Bios 
 24) INTAC Inv Com - Video Research 2017-Q4 
 25) INTAC Inv Com - Web Research 2017-Q4 
 26) KDX-TO starting to get into buy zone target emailed to owners months ago 
 27) PGF 1Q2018 Newsletter 
 28) PVG Price Chart 18-02-26 
 29) Sprott Gold Report Oopsey Daisy 18-02-28 
 30) Sprott tariffs tightening trumponomics web cast deck 
 31) Sprott what’s the best way to own precious metals 
 32) TAHO Price Chart 
 33) Torex Gold 2017-09 Presentation 
 34) Torex Gold PR 18-04-06 The-blockades-have-ended 
 35) Torex Gold PR 18-04-11 los-mineros-union-withdraws-its-application to represent 
 36) Torex Gold Resources Inc - $400M Project Debt 17-07-26 
 37) Torex Gold Resources Inc - Updates Reserves & Resources for ELG Mine Complex 18-01-16 
 38) Torex Gold Resources Inc (TXG.TSE) - Illegal Blockade Removed 18-01-29 
 39) Torex TXG.TO Price Chart 18-02-26
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We recommend that clients read this additional research, however, by no means is it required, to stay even more 
informed on the critical considerations that relate to the important decisions that face all HNWI investors in regard 
to rebalancing their overall - net worth / investment - asset allocation and in consideration of their allocation to 
alternative investment strategies and in particular G&PM. 
 
 
Concluding Remarks: 
 
As detailed in our performance review at the outset of this commentary, we are very pleased that, the INTAC 
accounts have significantly outperformed gold, all G&PM mining share indices and ETF’s, our G&PM peer group, 
and the S&P 500 Index (i.e. not a relevant benchmark) since 2016. 
 
We will continue to work tirelessly, in an effort, to maintain this outperformance and maximize the potential of the 
next major advance in the G&PM bull market. 
 
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed in the context of prevailing market conditions 
in all your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your 
individual circumstances. 
 
We are convinced that our INTAC Global Investments – Private Wealth Management – Global Portfolios are well 
positioned for the medium to long-term and that our concentrated, overweight, and often leveraged investment in 
precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of allocated gold & silver 
bullion and/or cash / cash equivalents or margin, will pro-offer stellar gains on an absolute, relative, and risk 
adjusted basis by the year-end 2020 to 2024 year-end. 
 
 
Best Regards,  
James Mark Plaxton 
James Mark Plaxton B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor 

Founder, Executive Chairman, & CIO 
Research Office: 1-284-495-9343 
BVI Cell: 1-284-542-4228 & USVI Cell: 1-340-690-4228 
Skype: mplaxton 
mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com 
mplaxton@intacglobal.com 

This Investment Commentary reflects the views of the author as of the date or dates cited and may change at any time.  The information should not 
be construed as investment advice.  No representation is made concerning the accuracy of cited data, nor is there any guarantee that any projection, 
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